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Visual imagery

Abstract

' Does visual imagery engage some of the same representations used in visual

perception? The evidence collected by cognitive psychologists in support of this claim has

been challenged by three types of alternative explanation: Tacit knowledge, according to

which subjects use nonvisual representations to simulate the use of visual representaticns

during imagery tasks, guided by their tacit knowledge of their visual systems: experimenter

expectancy. according to which the data implicating shared representations for imagery and

perception is an artifact of experimenter expectancies: and nonvisual spatial representation.

according to which imagery representations are partially similar to visual representations in

the way they code spatial relations but are not visual representations. This article reviews

previously overlooked neuropsychological evidence on the relation between imagery and

perception, and discusses Its relative immunity to the alternative explanations listed above

This evidence includes electrophysiological and cerebral blood flow studies localizing brain

activity during imagery to cortical visual areas. and parallels between the selective effects of

brain damage on visuai perception and imagery Because these findings cannot be

accounted for in the same way as traditional cognitive data using the alternative explanations

listed above. they can nlay a decisive role in answering the title question.
K.
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Visual imagery 2

Is visual imagery really visual?
Overlooked evidence from neuropsychology

Introduction

The question of whether visual imagery is really visual, that is whether it involves some

of the same representations of stimuli normally engaged by the perception of those stimuli

has been the subject of a long-standing debate In cognitive psychology. This paper reviews

a set of empirical findings from neuropsychology that are directly relevant to this debate I

will argue that this generally overlooked source of data can play an important role in

determining the relation between imagery and perception, because it is immune to many of

the criticisms and alternative explanations that have plagued the cognitive psychology

approach to this topic.

One side of the debate maintains that imaging consists of the top-down activation of

perceptual representations, that is. representations that are also activated automatically by an

external stimulus during perception. This idea dates back at least as far as the

philosophical writings of Hume (1739/1969) and has been put forth more recently by Hebh

(1968). Shepard (1978, 1984) and Finke (1980). In contrast. the other side of the debate

maintains that the representations used in imagery are not the representations used in

perception. and that the recall of visual information even when accompanied by the

phenomenology of "seeing with the mind's eye." is carried out using representations that

are distinct from those used in veridical seeing (Pylyshyn. 1973 1978. 1984. ch 8)

What is at stake in this debate. that it should continue to be a focus of research and

discussion on mental imagery? To begin with it is a basic nueVi,,nn Ahbni tho

representations underlying mental imagery, and on these grounds alone it warrants ftocussl

attention from cognitive psychologists In an early and influential critiQue of imagerv resear'

Pylyshyn (1973) concurred with imagery researchers that this issue is ceotral Atwood

(1971) is quite right when he states. The most elementary question that can be asked
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about mnemonic visualization Is the following: does the mnemonic image actually involve the

visual system?" A decade and a half of active research on this issue has ensued (see

Finke. 1985, for a recent review). The resolution of this controversy would also have

broader implications beyond our understanding of mental imagery per se: For example. if -

visual imagery does engage visual perceptual representations, then at least some perceptual

representations are not "Informatlonally encapsulated" (see Fodor. 1983) insofar as they may
N.

take input from higher cognitive processes (ie imagery) as well as from bottom-up

perceptual processes triggered by external stimuli Furthermore. such a conclusion would a

imply that thinking in images involves representations (in the perceptual system) that are

distinct from the representations used in nonimagistic thought. in turn implying a modular

structure for the representations underlying thought (cf. Anderson. 1983. Fodor. 1983)

In discussing the theoretical implications of the relation between imagery and %

perception, it is worth noting explicitly an issue for which this relation has no direct

implications, namely the issue of the format of mental images Claims that images are

pictorial or descriptive, array-like or propositional, analog or symbolic are all claims about
'p=

the format of images As Block (1983) has pointed out. the relation of imagery to A

perception and the format of mental imagery are issues which are often conflated but are in

principle independent The finding that imagery shares representations with perception would

not imply that imagery is pictorial both imagery and perception might be descriptive

Furthermore perceptual representations and mental images could have the same format

(pictorial or descriptive) and yet be distinct representations

Previous research in cognitive psychology Within cognitive CoSvrhoiogv severni

research programs have gathered evidence of common representationS for imagerv anci

perception A comprehensive review of this work may be found in Finke (1985) A fe.

representative examples of this large literature .,,ill to rresntepa h0ro

Shepard s finding that shapes can be mentally reoriented Only with a continuous

"
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"mental rotation" provided an early demonstration of the apparently visuospatial properties of

mental Images (see, e.g., Shepard & Cooper, 1982). More recently, Shepard has explicitly

related image rotation and other image transformations to the same mechanisms that

underlie the visual perception of motion through comparative studies of image transformation

and apparent motion (see. e.g., Shepard, 1984). In a separate series of studies with

Podgorny (Podgorny & Shepard. 1978), he has demonstrated the functional equivalence of

mental images and visual percepts in a dot localization task: Subjects viewed a square grid

in which they either imagined or were presented with a block letter. On each trial a probe

dot was presented somewhere in the grid and the subjects' task was to decide whether the

dot fell on or off the (real or imagined) letter. Podgorny and Shepard found that the

pattern of response times were highly dependent on the spatial position of the dot with

respect to the letter. More importantly, the pattern of response times was essentially the

same whether the letter was real or imagined, as would be expected if images and percepts

of the letters activated common representations.

Kosslyns (1980) studies of mental imagery have been primarily aimed at elucidating

the format of mental images and other information-processing characteristics of mental

imagery. but some of his findings nevertheless bear on the relation between imagery and

perception For example. the finding that images have a limited resolution. such that two

imaged points can only be brought so close before they fuse (Finke & Kosslyn. 1980) and

the finding that they show the visual "oblique effect." such that lines can be imaged more

closely spaced at a horizontal or vertical orientation than obliquely (Kosslyn. 1983. pp 81.83s

have been taken to imply that visual representations are being used

Finke teg. 1980) has addressed the issue of the relation of imager,, io oerceo1rir

directly In R SerleS of Striking experimental demorstrations of image-oerceot eauivalenc-

has found that mental images can function eaut,,alnti. to !.sual cerceots in oroducinq

visual-motor adaptation (1979) and an orientation-specific color adaptation known as the
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McCollough effect (Finke & Schmidt, 1977, 1978). Furthermore, he has Shown that the

functions describing the relation between resolution and eccentricity in the (real or imagined)

visual field are highly similar for images and percepts (Finke & Kosslyn. 1980: Finke &

Kurtzman, 1981). Each of these demonstrations of image-percept equivalence is consistent

with the claim that some of the same representations are being used in imagery and

perception.

Alternative explanations of findings in cognitive psychology. The evidence cited above

has not been viewed as decisive by all psychologists. Three different arguments have been

put forth questioning the inferences that link the type of data collected by Shepard. Kosslyn

and Finke to the conclusion that imagery shares representations with perception.

Pylyshyn (1981) has argued that subjects in imagery experiments may use general

purpose cognitive processes (as opposed to specifically visual processes). along with tacit

(i.e unconscious) knowledge of how their visual systems behave, to simulate the use of their

visual systems. Although the "tacit knowledge" account of imagery experiments was

formulated by Pylyshyn initially as an alternative to claims about the pictorial format of

images. it is equally powerful as an alternative to claims of shared representations for

imagery and perception For example. according to a tacit knowledge account. the amount

of time it takes subjects to rotate an image from one orientation to another is linearly

related to the angular difference between the two orientations not as Shepard (1984) has

claimed because visual mechanisms are being used which themselves evolved to perceive

continuous rotational motion. Rather. subjects tacitly know that when they actually see an

object changing its orientation it does so continuouslv and in an 1mouint of ti-)e oDr nr Jn . i

to the angle through which it rotates. Believing their task to be one of simulating a .'qu.1'

experience subjects therefore modulate their reSrCone tires to Crnfnrrvlm ith this ,aJ~t

knowledge about perceived rotations All of the e.,Jeroce :teJ above in supcrort of Imagc-

percept equivalence can in rrinciple be accounted for in a similar way by assuming that

".1.

S'r.. r ,, %=. ... ,.-,_ ., - - , ,
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subjects have tacit knowledge of such properties of their visual system as its fields of

resolution, the oblique effect, and var!ous adaptation effects. In principle, without some

independent way of verifying what subjects do and do not tacitly know about their own

visual systems, we cannot exclude this type of alternative explanation of the large body of

data in cognitive psychology showing visual properties of mental Images.

The difficulty of replicating many of the more impressive findings of image-percept

equivalence (Broerse & Crassini. 1980. 1981. 1984: Intons-Peterson & White. 1981) has led

some psychologists to consider the role of experimenter expectancy effects in imagery

research, For example. Intons-Peterson (1983) has contended that the experimental

paradigms used to study the visual properties of imagery are sufficiently vulnerable to

experimenter expectancy that much. if not all. of the data showing visual properties of

Images could be artifactual. In support of this claim, she manipulated the expectations of

research assistants regarding the outcome of a series of experiments on the rel3tion of

imagery to perception, and found that this systematically affected the results of the

experiments It is important to note that the experimenter expectancy effects created by

Intons-Peterson consisted of simple increases or decreases of imagery performance relative

to perceptual performance. and not the precise quantitative similarities and interactions

between imagery and perception that Finke. Shepard and Kosslvn have found However the

published failures to replicate some of these findings, along Nith the fact that positive

findings of image-percept equivalence have invariablv been obtained by researchers who

believe that imagery shares representations with perception. gives plausibility to Intons-

Peterson s claim and makes it at present. impossible to reject

A third challenge to the claim that visual imagery involves VISUal reoresentations c mcrne

from research with congenitallv blind subjects (Carnenter & Eisenbero 197, Kerr 4O3P

Marmor & Zabeck. 1976: Zimler & Keenan. 1983, In ti-p stUdieS sublects .-iho ..'ere

blind from birth have been found to perform virtually normally on tasks such as image

I. N --
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rotation, inspection, and scanning (in some of which tactile stimuli were substituted for the

usual visual stimuli). For example, one of the tasks that Kerr (1983) adapted from the

imagery literature was based on Kosslyn s (1975) image inspection task. in which he

manipulated the size at which people imaged a given object by having them image it to

scale next to an elephant (in which the case the image was small) or a fly (in which case

the image was large). Kosslyn found apparent visual resolution effects: subjects took longer

to "see" the parts of objects in small images than in large. Kerr instructed her congenitally

blind subjects to image a familiar household object either next to a car or next to a

paperclip. and then measured how long it took them to search their image for a particular

named part, such as the dial on a radio. Just as Kosslyn had found with sighted subjects.

Kerr found slower response times to find the named parts when the images were small Her

conclusion was that the representations used in imagery do indeed have spatial properties.

like visual representations. but they need not be visual themselves: in fact. with the

congenitally blind subjects they were certainly not visual These and similar findings with

congenitally blind subjects pose the following general problem for interpreting the results of

the larger imagery literature with sighted subjects: If the reaction time effects observed by

Kosslyn. Shepard. Finke and others in visual imagery tasks can be observed in similar tasks

with subjects who. because they have never seen. could not possibly be using visual

information, then it is possible that the findings in sighted subjects are also due to the use
4

of nonvisual spatial representations (cf Baddeley & Leiberman 1980 Neisser & Kerr 1973

The criticisms and alternative explanations of imagery research cited above are either

in practice difficult or in principle impossible to eject using the -,nventln.nai rethi r,

cognitive psychology For example no matter flow sublt e and unexcectecl a oercecua,

croperty (like an acuity functiorn) can be shown to manifest itself in inagerv ..e canrnt,

principle. know that sublects are not using tacit kno.',ledae about this nrojoertv of their .so-i

systems Tacit knowledge accounts may be more or less plausible. but for any conceivable

- o~ . . . . .- ,. •, .. . . . . .srt - - . - ° .- - - - • w . , t - . - - -=-o -. - . -
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finding of similarity between imagery and perception in a cognitive psychology experiment

they will always be possible. Experimenter expectancy effects do not hold the same in

principle invulnerability to all possible data. but at present they are impossible to reject as

virtually all of the published experiments on image-percept equivalence (along with most

other experiments in cognitive psychology, of course) could conceivably have permitted the

transmission of experimenter expectancies to the subjects Finally the research on imagery

in the congenitally blind calls our attention to the existence of nonvisual representations with

spatial properties similar to visual representations, which could in principle account for all of

the findings so far attributed to the "visual" properties of imagery

We are therefore In a theoretical stalemate over the Issue of the relation between

imagery and perception. All of the experimental results in cognitive psychology that were

initially taken to support the existence of shared representations for imagery and perception

are now seen to be open to each of three different types of alternative explanation. One

approach to breaking this stalemate would be to carry out another body of experiments

similar to the ones just described but which use naive experimenters (to rule out

experimenter expectancy effects). which involve properties of the visual system not shared

with nonvisual representational systems (e g color binocular effects to rule out the use nf

amodal spatial representations) and which involve properties so subtle that tacit knowledge

accounts become unacceptably strained A different approach would be to find a Qualtativel.

new type of evidence for image-percept equivalence that is not susceptible to the three

alternative explanations just discussed The aim of this paper is to present lust such a ne,..

type of evidence First the evidence will be revie..ed 3nd then is r'Dlcajions f ,"

relation between Imagery and perceotion will te disiussei it ..,, ro arguel lhii thz

0 0 1 " -31 -1 "1

-IL.4.
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source of evidence has a special status in the debate over Imagery and perception: It has

the ability to be decisive in the face of the alternative accounts discussed above, where the

conventional data of cognitive psychology data do not

Evidence from neuropsychology

A considerable number of findings from neuropsychology are relevant to the relation

between imagery and perception, although even within neuropsychology there seems to be

little awareness of the quantity and coherence of these many separate findings. The

importance of this evidence is that it expands qualitatively, as well as quantitatively, the

Support for visual perceptual mechanisms in visual mental imagery The relevant findings in

neuropsychology can be roughly grouped into two categories: those that implicate the use of

visual processing areas of the brain in visual imagery. and those that implicate shared

functional mechanisms for visual imagery and visual perception. above and beyond the fact

that they share common brain regions

Common neural substrates for imagery and perception. Cortical visual processing

begins in the occipital lobes which contain primary and secondary visual cortex. and

continues in the posterior parietal and temporal lobes which contain modality-specific visual

representations as well as multimodal representations The earliest suggestion that imager.

might involve the use of the visual areas of the brain came from case reports of coricall,

blind patients Cortical blindness is loss of vision due to destruction of the occipital corte'(

Many of these patients appear unable to use mental imagery despite the relative

preservation of other cognitive abilities iBrown 1972 S, nnds & MlacKerzie 105-,

systematic assessment of imagery ability in cortically blind natintp s ..,,th well-it"ahzel "-.r¢

could In principle provide strong evidence on the relaticn bet,,een !he neural suubstales cf

visual imagery and visual perception in practice h".e.er ti-e Iccumented cases do nr'!

provide sufficiently detailed information about the patients impaired and intact cognitive
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abilities to be more than suggestive.

Stronger evidence that parts of the visual cortex participate in visual imagery comes

from the use of regional cerebral blood flow and electrophysiological techniques for

measuring and localizing brain activity in normal subjects. Regional cerebral blood flow

provides a spatially precise method of measuring regional brain activity in normal humans.

with increased blood flow indexing increased activity. Roland and Friberg (1985) examined

regional cerebral blood flow while subjects rested and during three cognitive tasks: mental

arithmetic (subtracting 3's starting at 50). memory scanning of an auditory stimulus (mentally

jumping every second word in a well-known musical jingle). and visual imagery (visualizing a

walk through one's neighborhood making alternating right and left turns starting at one s

front door). Subjects were periodically queried as to their current answer (i.e. the number

they were on in the mental arithmetic task. the word they were on the the auditory

rehearsal task. and the location they were at in the imagery task). This procedure yielded

error rates. from which the authors concluded that the three tasks were equally difficult In

each of the 11 normal subjects tested, the pattern of blood flow in the visual imagery task

showed massive activation of the posterior regions of the brain compared to the resting

state including the occipital lobe (the visual cortex proper) and posterior superior parietal

and posterior inferior temporal areas important for higher visual processing These are the

same areas that normally show increased blood flow during visual-perceptual tasks IMazziotta

Phelos & Halgren 1983 Roland 1982 Roland & Skinhol 1981i Furthermore, these areas

did not show increases in blood flow compareo to the resting state in the other two

cognitive tasKs.

The Roland and Friberg results demonstrate visual cortical involvement in a i;"rl,

complex imagery task that includes both visualizing scenes from memory and transforming

them (at each turn in the imagin,1rV ..'alki Goldenbera Podreka Staener and \Villmes ,n

press a) devised a simpler imagery task. along with a control task differing from the
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Imagery task only In the absence of imagery. Different groups of normal subjects were

given the same auditorily-presented lists of concrete words to learn under different

instructional conditions: one group was told to just listen to the words and try to remember

them, while the other group was told to visualize the referents of the words as a mnemonic

strategy. Some subjects in the no-imagery group reported spontaneously imaging the words

when questioned after the experiment, and they were re-classified as image condition

subjects. Recall was higher overall for the imagery group. as would be expected if these

subjects did Indeed differ from the no-imagery group in their use of imagery The patterns

of blood flow recorded during the two conditions also differed. by two distinct measures

First. there was relatively more blood flow to the occipital lobes in the imagery condition

than In the nonimagery condition in which the identical stimulus words were being

memorized. Second. the pattern of covariation of blood flow among brain areas (calculated

by a Smallest Space Analysis. Lingoes. 1979), which provides another index of regional blain

activity, was also greater in the occipital and posterior temporal areas of the brain in the

imagery condition compared to the nonimagery condition

Goldenberg. et at (in press. b) compared the patterns of regional blood flow while

subjects tried to answer two types of questions Questions that require visual imagery to

answer (e g "Is the green of pine trees darker than the green of grass"" and questions

that do not require imagery to answer (e g "Is the categorral imperative an ancient

grammatical form'i Despite the superficial similarit\, of the two types of task ans.vpring

Iyes/no" general knowledge questions they differed significantly in the Patterns of regional

cerebral blood flow they evoked the imagery auest; ns -3u ei ro-' ,ant. ) ,31'p, : I

bloodflow than the nonimagery questions The results 'f the Rti. 3 . ,.1 

imolIceted occtoltal activity in the Imagery conditionr as .-*tl as ,~ r' ar'0., "

Posterior temporal and parielal .,sual 1rocessirrg ",' v , F o--, r - n - " ,r, =.

condition did not reveal visual area activation
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Might the increased visual area activity In Goldenberg et al.'s imagery tasks merely

index greater effort by subjects in those tasks then In the nonimagery control tasks? This

Is unlikely for three reasons. First, task effortfulness is generally reflected in blood flow

changes to the frontal lobes, and has not been observed to produce occipital changes

(Ingvar & Rlsberg, 1967; Lassen, Ingvar & Skinhoj. 1978). Second, subjects in the first

experiment who were given the more effortful task of memorizing lists of abstract words.

rather than concrete words, under the same task conditions with no imagery instructions, did

not show increased occipital blood flow. Third. whereas the imagery condition of

Goldenberg et al's first experiment involved more effortful processing than the nonimagery

condition, the Imagery condition of Goldenberg et al's second experiment was easier than

the nonimagery condition (as evidenced by the lower error rates).

In three very different experimental paradigms. one a rather open-ended request to

visualize a walk through familiar territory, another a verbal list-learning task in which imagery

use was manipulated by explicit instructions, and the third a question-answering task in

which imagery use was manipulated by implicit differences in the nature of the questions.

convergent findings emerged In each case the imagery induced blood flow to the visual

areas of the brain Furthermore in the two latter studies. the imagery conditions differed

minimallv from the comparison conditions, which did not show these increases

Further evidence that the visual cortex participates in visual imagery comes from

electrophysiological techniques EEG (electroencephalography) and ERP (event-related

potentials) In EEG techniques. supression of alpha rhythm (EEG activity in a certain range

of frequencies) is associated with increased brain activity Manv authors havP foLin,i ,hV.

visual imagery is accompanied by alpha rhythm attenuation over the visual areas of tMe r-,

i9arraft 1956 Brown 1966 Davidson & Schwartz tQ7" 3o1la Hutton & Greyv Waltar 1011,

Short 1953 Slatter 1960i Unfortunateiy a O1ph(,lfl!Qpiral fla.,. in most of !hese studies ,

the lack of control for the degree of overall mental effort involved in the visual imagery and

U.'-fr'.V'% A
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comparison conditions. However, the study of Davidson and Schwartz (1977) does contain

the appropriate control measures and provides a clear and elegant demonstration of the

modality-specific nature of the brain activity underlying imagery: Davidson and Schwartz

measured the EEG alpha rhythm simultaneously over the visual (occipital) and tactile

(parietal) areas of the brain, during visual imagery (imagining a flashing light), tactile imagery

(imagining one's forearm being tapped) and during combined visual and tactile imagery

(imagining the flashes and taps together), Whereas there was no difference in total alpha

attenuation between the visual and tactile imagery conditions (i.e. the overall effects of tactile

and visual Imagery on general effort and arousal were the same), the site of maximum

alpha attenuation in the visual imagery condition was over the visual areas and the site of

maximum alpha attenuation in the tactile imagery condition was over the tactile areas.

Alpha attenuation in the combined visual and tactile imagery condition showed a more

balanced pattern of distribution across both visual and tactile areas.

Recent work using event-related potential techniques offers another electrophysiological

window on the areas of the brain engaged during imagery. ERP differs from EEG in that it

measures just the electrical activity of the brain that is synchronized with (and thus

presumably "related" to) the processing of a stimulus Farah. Peronnet. Weisberg & Perrin

(1987) measured the ERP to visually presented words under two different instructional

conditions: Simply reading the words. and reading the words and imaging their referents

(e g. if the word is "cat." imaging a cat). The words were presented for 200 milliseconds

each ERPs were recorded from sixteen standard sites on the scalp including occipital.

parietal. temporal and frontal locations The first 450 milliseconds of the ERPs in ht-il

conditions were indistinguishable reflecting their common visual and leyical orocesstna

stages However, later components of the two conditions differed from one anothpr In ,hr

imagery condition there was a highly localized increase in poslti itv of the ERP relative I-

the "reading only" condition, at the occipital electrodes, implicating occipital activity during
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the process of imaging. Scalp current density analyses of the ERP data, which provide

enhanced localization (Perrin, Bertrand & Perlier. 1986) revealed a central occipital current

source and lateral occipital current sinks, consistent with ERP generators in occipital cortex.

and two occipito-temporal current sources and lateral fronto-temporal current sinks, consistent

with an ERP generator in each temporal lobe.

Is It possible that this occipital ERP reflects general effects of cognitive load. and is

not specifically related to imagery? To test this possibility, subjects were presented with a

new task. the misspelling detection task, which involved the same stimuli presented under

the same conditions as the previous experiment. In this experiment, we compared the

" reading only" of correctly spelled words to the detection of occasional misspellings, an

effortful visual task using the same stimuli as the imagery task (except that about one in

eight words was misspelled). The difference between the ERPs from reading and mispelling

detection showed a different polarity as well as a different temporal and spatial distribution

compared to the imagery effect observed earlier: This effect consisted of increased negat-vity

rather than positivity. affecting a broader region of the posterior xcalp (extending to the

anterior temporal electrodes), and peaking about 200 milliseconds earlier. Therefore. the

focal occipital positivity observed when subjects form images is not merely a manifestation of

a general "visual effort effect on the evoked potential. but is tied more specifically to the

processes taking place in the imagery condition of the experiment Furthermore. when the

imagery condition was changed in a subsequent experiment from one in which the subiect

images a different object from memory on each trial to the repeated imaging of a small set

of line drawings that subjects memorized just before ERP recording the same focal

positivity ensued

Farah. Peronnet. Gonon. Giard & Perrin (1987) took a different approach tc loal ,-

mental imagery in the brain using event-related rcn ntial to-1-nni.es rov ovaminna tho offo

of imagery on the ERP to visual stimuli Subjects .vere instructed to image stimuli while

-I
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they being presented with real stimuli, so that we could observe the effect of imagery on

the EAP to stimuli. We reasoned that If Imagery has a systematic effect on the EPP to

stimuli, then there must be some common brain locus at which imagery and perceptual

processing interact. More importantly. if the interaction between imagery and perception is

content-specific -- that is. for example, if imaging an H affects the ERP to H's more than

the ERP to T's. and imaging a T affects the ERP to T's more than the ERP to H's -- then

that interaction must be taking place at some locus where information about the differences

between H's and T's is preserved. that Is. at a representational locus In this experiment

subjects imaged H's and T's. while performing a detection task in which an H. a T. or no

stimulus was presented on each trial. The Image that the subject was instructed to form on

a given trial was nonpredictive of the upcoming stimulus The EPPs to H's and Ts while

subjects imaged the same letter were compared to the ERPs to Hs and T's while subjects

imaged the other letter. In this way. we could observe the content-specific effect of imagery

on the visual ERP. while holding constant the actual stimuli to which the ERPs were

recorded (equal numbers of H's and T's in both conditions) and the effort of forming and

holding an image (equal numbers of H and T images in each condition) If there is a

content-specific effect of imagery on the visual ERP. then by localizing it we can put

constraints on the location of representations accessed by both imagery and perception

Imagery had a content-specific effect on the evoked potential within the first 200

milliseconds of stimulus processing. and this effect was localized at the occipital recordira

sites Furthermore. the inference that the underlying brain location of the image-percePt

interaction is occipital is strengthened by the faci nat 'ne time curse of thp effecr ,

imagery on the ERP is the same as that of the first neati,'e p3ea, )f the ,isual E~r

waveform, which is believed to originate in occipital -r'e Ley e"e F. Josec, q a '" t,

Dagnelie. Spekreijse & Van Dik 1987) The findin that an Pffwt is mawimal luS! .". , "

ERP component is maximal implies that the neural locus of the effect is one or more of tho
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generators of the ERP component. Scalp current density mapping provided converging

evidence of the visual cortical locus of this effect. showing a central occipital current sink

and two lateral posterior current sinks and diffuse (and therefore probably distant) frontal

current sources. This configuration of current sources and sinks is consistent with an

occipital and posterior temporal locus for the content-specific effect of Imagery on

perception.

To sum up the relevant electrophysiological literature, two measures. EEG and ERP

have been used in a variety of experiments involving imagery, In all cases. imagery activity

was localized to the occipital regions. Furthermore. in a subset of this body of experiments

(Davidson & Schwartz. 1977: Farah. Peronnet. Weisberg & Perrin. 1987: Farah. Peronnet

Gonon. Giard & Perrin. 1987). control conditions were included which allow us to assess the

cognitive specificity of these electrophysiological effects, and in each case they were

associated with visual imagery activity per se. The electrophysiological evidence is thus in

agreement with results from a very different methodology, regional cerebral blood flow in

implicating occipital activity during imagery. Across a variety of tasks. it has been found

!hat imagery engages visual cortex whereas other tasks many of whic;h are highly simila,

sa, e lo- 'he aosece ol /isual imagery do not

The most straightforward and parsimonious conclusion from this pattern of results ,s

that mental images are visual representations that is they consist at least in part of some

of the same representations used in vision However there does exist a logically correct

alternative explanation according to which mental images are not visual representations but

are merely accompanied by activation in visual brain areas 1-"n ,h S acC-ii'jt thn I

area activation is epiphenomenal with respect to the functions of mager\ T ds!?,r,jr.-

between these alternatives we must find out whether destruction of )isual brain ar s rc ,

in imagery impairments as ivell as visual impairmerf$t Firalel r'icalrments in imager. 3n'-j

perception after brain damage imply that the visual areas imlicated in the localization

-e:.... " .
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studies reviewed above do play a functional role in imagery, whereas the finding that

imagery is unimpaired in patients with visual disorders following brain damage implies that

activation of visual areas during imagery is epiphenomenal The data reviewed in the newt

section allow us to distinguish between a functional and an epiphenomenal role for the

visual system in imagery by reporting the effects of damage to the visual system on imagerv

ability. In addition, these data add quantitatively to the accumulating evidence for the

involvement of the visual system In mental imagery

Functional parallels between imagery and perception after brain damage. The

existence of highly selective deficits in visual abilities has contributed to our understanding of

the functional architecture of visual perception by demonstrating which perceptual abilities are

independent of which other -,;ilities. If visual imagery uses the same representational

machinery as visual perception, then one should expect selective deficits in the imagery

abilities of patients that parallel their selective perceptual deficits. In fact. for all of the

types of selective visual deficits due to cerebral lesions in which imagery has been

examined, parallel imagery deficits have been observed. These studies are summarized

below

At early stages of cortical visual processing. color is represented separately from othpr

visual stimulus dimensions and brain damage affecting the cortical visual areas can

therefore result in relatively isolated color vision deficits (see Cowey 1982 Meadows 1974,

A long history of the case by case study of patients with aquired cerebral color blindness

has documented an association between loss of color perception and loss of color imagerv

(e g Beauvois & Saillant. case 2 1985 Heidenhain 1927 RiddeCh & Humrhrep,$ m I--

Jossman 1929 Lewandowskv 1908 Pick 1908 Stenqel 1048 In ,ddi ion to to,"rJ - ....

to identify or discriminate among colors these "atients -annro reprrt the Colors of or w'T ...

oblects from memory ie g the rolor of 3 frolnttII -jq tljj rr terr".r' Sheo,3rd , 
t '.r I I o

which most people find requires imaging the object in color These patients are not

*%
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generally impaired in their cognitive functioning: in fact, Riddoch & Humphreys (in press)

documented good general imagery ability (assessed by drawings and descriptions of objects

from memory) in their color-blind patient who had impaired color imagery. The implication

of this association between the perception of color and imagery for color is that the two

abilities depend upon the same neural substrates of color representation.

DeRenzl and Spinnler (1967) pointed out the need for a more systematic study of

color-related impairments after brain damage, and undertook a large group study of

unilaterally brain-damaged patients in which they assessed color vision and color imagery

Color vision was iested in two ways: Having the patient sort a set of colored paper

squares into pairs having the same color. and having the patient name or trace out the digit

emedded in random dots which are segragated into digit and background only by color (the

"Ishihara" test of color blindness) Color recall was also tested in two ways: Having the

patient respond verbally to questions of the form "What color is a tangerine?, "What color

is cement?." and having the patients color black and white line drawings of objects with

their characteristic colo chosen from a set of colored crayons DeRenzi and Spinnler found

that patients who had impaired color vision also had impaired color imagery. Perhaps it Is

not surprising that a patient with a color vision deficit would perform poorly on the coloring

task in which Color vision is needed to select the appropriate crayon, or that patients with

language or memory impairments would do poorly on a verbal task of color memory

However the relationship between color vision impairment and color imagery impairment held

high statistical significance even when patients who were neither language-impaired or
I

memory-impaired were considered on just the verbal test of -rlrr imaer,

Another source of evidence that Color is relrsented b thp ;,rmnp neural struCIri ,<

Imagery and perceptlon comes from an Intrulguing ase studv by Seauvois and Saillarn, ,r'.

* 1. 1985) of a patient whose 1sual areas had t'e, , r ,r'1,f~rcall disconnecied frrm '",

language areas by a stroke The !atien, was able To cerform color tasks that were purely

10
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visual, such as sorting objects on the basis of color and identifying the embedded

characters in the Ishihara test of color blindness, because her visual areas had not been

damaged. Her general verbal ability was also quite intact, as evidenced by a verbal 10

score of 123. because her language areas had not been damaged. However, if the task

involved coordinating a visual and verbal representation. for example naming a visually-

presented color or pointing to a named color, her performance was extremely poor. owing to

the neuroanatomical disconnection between her language and vision areas. The patient was

tested on various color memory tasks. including two similar to those of DeRenzi and

Spinnler: viewing correctly and incorrectly colored drawings of objects and distinguishing

between them. and answering verbally posed questions about the color of common objects

of the form "What color is a -- '" The patient was able to perform the purely visual color

memory task. implying that her mental images of colored objects were not disconnected
4',

from the visual areas used in recognizing and discriminating among the colored pictures.
-,p

Her performance on the verbally posed color questions depended upon the nature of the ',

question- For questions that made use of verbal associations between objects and colors

e g "What color is Paris ham?". where "Paris ham" is also called "white ham"! or "What
Wi,

color is envy"") the patient performed normally. In contrast. for questions that appear to

require mental imagery (eg. "What color is a gherkin?") she performed poorly Again this

implies that whereas verbal memory associations for colors were not disconnected from the

language areas of this patient with visual-verbal disconnection, imagistic representations of

color were Finally. Beauvois directly manipulated whether the patient used imagery or

nonimagistic memory representations for retrieving the same information In jne corc" ,,

she asked questions Such as You have learnt what color Sno,,4 is it is often said >,

do oeo0le say when thav are asked what color so,'- is'? ' oi It is .vi rter Imaoinp I

beautiful snowy landscape Can ,ou see it" NVell ri.. -11 me .'.hat Color the sno.-, is

The patient performed normallv when biased toward a verbal recall strategy. and her
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performance dropped significantly when biased toward an imagery recall strategy. This is

again what one would expect to find If the color of mental Images is represented In the

same neural substrate as the color of visual percepts.

In sum, three types of evidence support the hypothesis that imaging an object in color

requires some of the same neural representations necessary for color vision: Individual

cases of acquired central color blindness are reported to have lost their color imagery. in a

group of patients with varying degrees of color vision impairment color imagery is correlated

with color vision, and in a case of visual-verbal disconnection, images were equivalent to

visual representations In terms of their Interactions with other visual and verbal task

components.

Patients with bilateral parieto-occipital disease often have trouble knowing where an

object is in the visual field. without any difficulty identifying what the object is (DeRenzi.

1982). The impairment in the localization of stimuli in space may be quite selective to the

visual modality, so that these patients can orient to tactile and auditory stimuli. At the

same time. these patients are unimpaired in their ability to recognize of visual stimuli TIus

such a patient may quickly identify an object such as a postage stamp held somewhere ,"

his or her visuai field but be unable to indicate its position either verbally or by pointing

Other patients, with bilateral temporo-occipital disease may show the opposite pattern of

visual abilities (Bauer & Rubens. 1985) They are impaired in their ability to recognize

visually presented stimuli. despite adequate elementary visual capabilities (e g size of v'sual

field acuity). and their failure of recognition is modality-specific Thev are able to recognize

objects by touch or by characteristic sounds Purthermore their .3tilt', to lcali:o

presented objects Is unimpaired Thus. such a patient might fail to recognize a pcs1Ji

stamp by sight. but could accurately point to its location This discCation iS e,.en,'d I'

a rather counter-intuitive division of labor in the v'iual s. item be'.'.een the localization '-f

stimuli and their identification an idea which is also supported by animal experimentation
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(Ungeleider & Mishkln, 1982) Levine. Warach and Farah (1985) studied the imagery abilities

of a pair of patients, one with visual localization impairment after bilateral parieto-occipital

damage and one with visual object identification impairment after bilateral temporo-occipital

damage, with special attention to the distinction between spatial location information and

single object appearance information in visual images. We found that the preserved and

impaired aspects of vision in each patient were similarly preserved or Impaired in Imagery

The patient with object identification difficulties was unable to draw or describe the

appearances of familiar objects. animals and faces from memory, despite being able to draw

and describe in great detail the relative locations of cities and states on a map. furniture in

his house. and landmarks in his city The patient with object localization difficulties was

unable to describe the relative locations of landmarks in his neighborhood. cities in the

United States. or. when blindfolded, to point to furniture in his hospital room. He was.

however, able to give detailed descriptions of the appearance of a variety of objects.

animals and faces In a review of the literature for similar cases. we found that for a

majority of the oublished cases of selective visual "what" or "where" deficit, when the

appropriate imagery abilities were tested they showed parallel patterns of imagery deficit

and in no case was there a well-documented violation of this parallelism Of 28 cases f

object identification difficulties in the literature 14 were reported to have parallel imager\

impairments siY were not eamined regarding imagery and three were reported to have

intact imagery For all three of this last group of patients the authors of the case reDorts

relied exclusively on the patients own introspective assessments of their imagery ability f

26 cases of visual disorientation imagery for scatial relations .,'a o ested in nh*, .e r

nine of these cases it was found to be defective Of the remaining) three th ,nfrrni ,,

concerning their imagery ,'s- r'sted of in one s , "d C'lmsr fnr amt "'

city with no other details given n another case t-,na -- 'ie 'o describe a oeoQrad h '
r

map" and in a third being able to describe the ,ard clan accuraterv This third raten,

oU
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was unusual for a case of visual disorientation in that she was able to find her way about

Dlssoclations between object recognition abilities within the temporo-occipital "what"

system also exist. The most selective deficit of this type consists of profoundly impaired

face recognition with roughly intact recognition of other classes of visual stimuli as well as

intact general intellectual and memory functioning (Bauer & Rubens. 1985). In general. the

particular classes of stimuli that are hardest for such patients to recognize are also the

hardest for these patients to visualize from memory, as assessed by either drawings or

descriptions from memory. or by patients' Introspective reports For example. Shuttleworth

Syrlng and Allen s (1982. case 2) patient who had a selective face recognition deficit was

also reported to "have no voluntary visual recall (revisualization) of faces but was able to

revisualize more general items such as buildings and places " Shuttleworth et al reviewed

the literature for cases of face recognition deficit, and found that approximately 40o/ of 74

cases reported impairments in face imagery. They went on to caution that in many of the

cases in which face imagery was not noted to be impaired 'the accur, y of the image

could not be ascertained and was seriously questioned in a number of cases Beyn a'-,

Knyazeva (1962) compared. on an item by item basis, the visual imagery and visual

recognition abilities of a patient with face recognition difficulties They found a close

association between the particular visual stimuli that could be recognized and imaged in

patient recognized three out of 16 objects that he was unable to image and 13 out of 117

objects that he could image

Patients with right parietal lobe damage often fail to detect stimuli presented in the

left half of the visual field even though their ele-e ,i,... ,

affected side of space are intact (Heilman Watson .Q, .. ... ' ') -!, ..'cr -,An

Friedrich & Rafal. 19841 Thig deficit is kn .n as ,' "' s-n -d al^ '

manifest itself in visual imagerv Bisiach and I-, - ln a h, L :t,

Bisiach Luzzatti and Perani, 1979) have Sho',n that rght !arietal patients with visual negleri
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also fall to access the left sides of imagined objects and scenes in 81slach and Luzzattis

initial report, two right parletal lobe-damaged neglect patients were asked to imagine viewing

a famous square in Milan (the Piazza del Duomo with which the patients had been familiar

before their brain damage) from a particular vantage point, and to describe the view Both

patients omitted from their descriptions the landmarks that would have fallen on the left side

of that scene The patients were then asked to repeat the task. this time from the opposite

vantage point, from which the buildings statues and other landmarks that fell on the left

side of the previous view were visible on the right and vise versa The patients

descriptions of their images now included the items that had previously been omitted, and

omitted the items on the left side of their current image (which had before been reported)

Bislach. Luzzatti & Perani followed up these case studies with a group study of

neglect for visual images Right parietal-damaged patienis with left-sided neglect and a

control group of patients without neglect were shown abstract cloud-like shapes passing

behind a screen with a narrow vertical slit in the center Because all of the stimulus input

in this task is presented centrally in the visual field any effect of left-sided neglect in this

task cannot be attributed to perceptual neglect After viewirvg pairs of such shapes the

patients were to decide whether the two members of the pair were identical or different

This presumably reoUIres mentally reconstructing images of the stimuli from the successive
',

narrow vertical views Patients Aho neglected the left tal. s of .'isuaf stimuli also 'neglected

the left halves of their images as evidenced tb a greater ",jr"er of errors v,hen pairs of

shapes differed on their left sides than when they differed on their right sides in the task

Discussion

We saw above that the evidence for , sual P, - 'z- - " ',--- ir" . ,

psychology is susceptible to 1hree spe , -  
I "z . . , .ro l , 'i 1'

neuropsychological evidence summarized abc,,e " Let us rae'e,, each of the alternative
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explanations and attempt to apply them to the present data. A tacit knowledge account of

the EEG and blood flow data, implicating the use of cortical visual areas during visual

imagery activity, would need to include the following two assumptions: (1) That subjects

know what parts of their brains are normally active during vision and (2) That subjects can

voluntarily suppress alpha activity or increase regional blood flow to specific areas of their

brains. It is clear that most subjects do not consciously know which brain areas are

Involved in vision, but what about the possibility of tacit knowledge? Tacit knowledge of the

neural localization of visual processing would be impossible to acquire: Whereas one could

conceive of mechanisms by which a subject might acquire tacit knowledge of many subtle

functional properties of his or her visual system (by observing aftereffects. illusions, the

relative difficulty of seeing different stimuli. etc.). there are no conceivable mechanisms by

which a subject could gain tacit knowledge of the neuroanatomical locations of visual

processing. The second assumption is also difficult to accept; whereas subjects can learn

through biofeedback techniques to modulate EEG spectra. for example. untrained subjects

cannot voluntarily change features of their EEG (Nowlis & Kamiya. 1970).

How would the tacit knowledge account explain functional parallels observed between

perceptual and imaginal deficits after brain damage? As with normal subjects, the

assumption would be made that the patients take their task to be behaving as if they oere

actually seeing the to-be-imagined stimuli. But this answer does not entirely constrain a

prediction because we do know whether patients who know they have visual deficits would

behave as if they were seeing with normal visual systems i e using their tacit knowledge of

normal vision) or with their defective visual systems (1 e using thetr more recenti, q; .

tacit knowledge of their impaired vision) An indecrenent fa-'s 'ri ,eciding ,et.er '"-

two predictions comes from studies of subjects who were perioheraiil, as ronDosed Io

cortically) blinded late in life These subjects rer nmr  a-erentliU ,  rinimall, nr .i iijl m.jar,

tasks (Hollins. 1985). In terms of a tacit knowledge account of performance in imagerv

% V,"4N

U',",)=-".•,=" '="m J"•".". - ", .. -. - '-'-%-,% % ,% =% ,%=%= ,%-% ''"% "% " . •).""% """% " - ',.
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tasks, this Implies that patients with visual deficits will interpret imagery tasks as demanding

the simulation of Intact visual processes. This leads to the prediction that patients with

acquired visual disorders of cerebral origin should continue to perform normally in imagery

experiments, a prediction which is clearly disconfirmed by the available evidence.

Even if we allow the assumption that. unlike the patients with peripheral visual

disorders, the patients with central visual disorders make the strategic decision to tailor their

Imagery task performance to match their own. defective. perceptual performance. several

problems remain for the tacit knowedge account First, whereas normal subjects in imagery

tasks would be modulating subtle properties of their responses (such as response latencvi to

simulate visual processes. patients would be feigning an inability to perform certain imagery

tasks. It is somewhat implausible that patients would persist in failing easy tasks when they

could be giving correct responses. Second. studies of malingering patients. who do

intentionally perform poorly on neuropsychological tests, have shown that statistical naivete

leads them to perform significantly worse than chance (Lezak 1983). which is not the case

with the patients in the studies reviewed above A final difficulty with the tacit knowledge

account is specific to the findings on visual neglect in imagery most patients with visual

neglect deny that they have any visual difficulty, and their behavior of leaving uneaten food

on the left sides of their plates when they are hungry injuring themselves by walking into

objects on their left sides. and so on evinces a lack of even tacit knowledge of this deficit

(Heilman et al.. 1985) The two patients in Bisiach & Luzzatti s case studies were both

unaware of their visual difficulty. and we may assume that if their group study included

typical patients then these subiects too ,would ha.,e been 'f ther 1f,,',

Nevertheless and contrary to the tacit knowleage npotnesis "'ese caiterts Iemrnslra' ,'-

vfrallef deficits 19, ieir !miag-rv etfefmarcp

Could experimenter e 'ecanc, have crodi'i J" -'ro .i ,i f 'h , iir cS~chclo,,-!

evidence reviewed here ) In the case of the obsered Carallels bet..een perceptual and

, ~ ~ . . - '. ., - -'. % "". , , .. . . . , % .., .. -., . . .. . .:, ,., ,,.. , , . . . . .. . .,.. .
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imaginal deficits this possibility certainly exists, but is less likely than in the corresponding

cognitive literature because of the wide range of investigators, whose work spans several

decades before the current "imagery debate," and the majority of whom had no stated

position on the issue of the relation between imagery and perception. Nonetheless, the

effects of experimenter expectancy on this data cannot be strictly ruled out. In contrast.

the EEG, ERP and blood flow findings represent psychophysiological measures which would

be impossible to "shape" by the normal mechanisms of experimenter expectancy in

psychological research. Unless we grant the two assumptions needed for a tacit knowledge

account of these findings, namely that subjec- know where their visual processing areas are

and have the ability to tailor their EEG, ERP and blood flow accordingly, there is no way

that Instructions given prior to the recording of EEG. ERP or blood flow could produce the

results actually obtained in these studies For most of the studies. communication from the

experimenters during the recording sessions could not affect the results through a

biofeedback mechanism either In most of the EEG studies (including Davidson & Schwa-tz

1977) and in both of 'he ERP studies. subjects were isolated from the experimenters during

data collection

How do the neuropsychological results fit in with the observations that peripheral,

blind subjects can use imagery" Far from being at odds with one another these two sets

of findings together make clear the sense in which visual imagery is visual Specifically

imagery is not visual in the sense of necessarily representing information acquired through

visual sensory channels Rather. it is visual in the sense of using some of the same neural

representational machinery as vision That reores ntatncnl al rm1ihirnr, ,  Ilacos ,orlil,'

constraints on what can be represented in images and on the re'itie ease cf acce-zou

different kinds of information in images It is possibtle that cericherallv blind suble tz a

those blind from birth can use their intact cortical .sua! atea$ fr'r internal represeniati,

during imagery tasks It is also possible to explain the oerformance of congenitally blind

d I l p I l } t I I J l l ] I J I ! I ) " I i . I . . I " l ' , l l " '

-0 
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subjects In imagery tasks in terms of nonvisual spatial representations, as Kerr and others

have proposed, without being forced to suppose that normal subjects perform these tasks

the same way. Given that the brain represents spatial information with both tactile and

visual modality-specific representations, it is not unparsimonious to assume that normal

subjects have a choice of using visual or nonvisual spatial representations for performing

imagery tasks (cf. Davidson & Schwartz. 1977). and that the extent of a subject's visual

experience or deprivation would determine which of these representations is chosen.

6N, NN ON-
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